Security cylinder

CES 910 WR

The security package
at a glance
✔

High-quality anti-drilling protection

✔

High-quality anti-pulling protection

✔

High-quality protection against the rapping technique

✔

Locking on both sides

✔

Security card

✔

5 nickel silver keys, corrosion-resistant

✔

Care / fitting instructions

✔

Made in Germany pursuant to DIN/EN standards

✔

Cylinder types

C.Ed. Schulte GmbH
Zylinderschlossfabrik
Friedrichstraße 243
D-42551 Velbert
f +49 (0)2051-204-0
h +49 (0)2051-204-229
e info@ces.eu
www.ces.eu
CEStronics GmbH
Friedrichstraße 243
D-42551 Velbert
f +49 (0)2051-204-0
h +49 (0)2051-204-229
e info@ces-tronics.de
CESlocks GmbH
Mettmanner Str. 119
D-42549 Velbert
f +49 (0)2051-204-0
h +49 (0)2051-204-229
e info@ces-locks.de

CESfrance SARL
8 Impasse Charles Petit
F-75011 Paris
f +33 (0)1-44 87 07 56
h +33 (0)1-43 07 35 78
e info@fr.ces.eu
www.ces.eu/fr
CESnederland B.V.
Lage Brink 9
NL- 7317 BD Apeldoorn
f +31 (0)55-52 66 89-0
h +31 (0)55-52 66 89-9
e infonl@ces.eu
www.ces.eu/nl
CESitalia srl
V. d. vecchie Fondamenta, 4
Straße d. A. Gründungen 4
I-39044 Egna/Neumarkt (BZ)
f +39 0471-812 294
h +39 0471-812 294
e info@it.ces.eu
www.ces.eu/it
CESrom srl.
Str. Metalurgistilor 3 D
RO-550137 Sibiu
f +40 (0)269-206 00-2
h +40 (0)269-206 00-5
e info@ro.ces.eu

The CES cylinder 910 WR is also available in other versions. So you
can use a single key to lock not only the entrance door, but also
the post box, the door of the garage and other entrances.

Your technical adviser on security matters:

Security cylinder 910 WR
www.ces.eu

All-round security with

CES Security Solutions Ltd
Unit 4 Kendon Business Park
Maritime Close
Medway City Estate
Rochester, Kent Me2 4JF
f +44 (1)634713369
h +44 (1)634786833
e info@uk.ces.eu
www.ces.eu/en

VdS certification

Uncompromising security

CES Austria
Repräsentanz Österreich
Cesar A. Carcamo
Büro: Wiener Bundesstrasse 33
A-4050 Traun
g +43 (0660)7320311
h +43 (0732)210022-2681
e office@ces.at
www.ces.at
CES MIDDLE EAST
Advanced German Products LLC
Authorized General Distributor
of CES in Middle East
PO Box 102761
UAE Dubai
f +971 (0) 4 369 7051
h +971 (0) 4 390 8935
e ces-me@ces.eu
www.agp-dubai.com
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VdS certified cylinder

www.ces.eu

A company of CESGRUPPE

Reliable protection
for home and flat

Optimum locking security

For home owners and tenants who want to play it safe and

Excellent materials and high-precision manufacturing

sleep peacefully at night, the CES security cylinder 910 WR

methods ensure optimum locking function.

is just the right choice. Perfect workmanship, high locking
precision and several layers of protective features against

Hard-metal inserts on the security-relevant sides of the

manipulation of the cylinder make a strong case.

cylinders provide reliable protection against break-open
attempts.

A typical burglary attempt takes between two and five
minutes. If it is not successful within that time, the risk of

Each cylinder is unique and has its individual registration

discovery becomes too big. Quite often the burglar then

number. Replacement or additional keys are only available

abandons his attempt. With as much as 17 locking elements

from authorized dealers against presentation of the security

on each side, the CES security cylinder 910 WR gives burglars

card supplied.

a really hard time.
The CES security cylinder can be operated from both sides.
This makes it possible to lock and unlock the cylinder from
the outside even when a key is inserted on the inside.

www.ces.eu

A company of CESGRUPPE

